
RETRACTION 

 

To inform the readers about cases of violation of authorship ethics the journals’ editorial 

boards realize the retraction of articles. The procedure applies to the following cases: multiple or 

concurrent publications, unreliable or falsified data, misrepresentation of information, violation 

of authorship ethics, concealing conflict of interest, and plagiarism detected after the paper was 

published. 

The retraction may be initiated after receiving information about such violations from the 

author or other persons. 

The procedure of retraction of the articles from the journals “Vestnik of Moscow State 

Linguistic University. Humanities”, “Vestnik of Moscow State Linguistic University. Education 

and teaching”, “Vestnik of Moscow State Linguistic University. Social sciences” goes as 

follows: 

1) After receiving information about any of the ethics violations mentioned above an 

editorial board sets an inquiry committee. 

2) If the violation has been confirmed and the decision has been made to retract the article, 

the reason and the date for the retraction is stated in the minutes of the meeting of the editorial 

board. In the online version of the journal the article is marked as RETRACTED in the contents 

and on each page of the article, the date of retraction is also indicated. 

3) The minutes of the meeting of the editorial board, including the name of the author, the 

title of the article, its dateline, the decision of the board, the reason for retraction, composition of 

the board and the date of the meeting, are sent to the Committee on Publication Ethics and to the 

editorial boards of online scientific publication data bases (National Electronic Library and 

CyberLeninka). After application processing, the information about the retraction of the article is 

published in online data bases. The links to the retracted publication are eliminated from RSCI 

and are excluded from the publication activity of the author. 

4) The editorial board makes decision concerning further cooperation with the author of the 

retracted article at a general meeting. 
 


